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SLA 2019: Enthusiasm and 
Purpose from the Start 
With a challenge to use their time developing deeper 
relationships, SLA 2019 attendees brought fresh energy 
to their conference experience. 
BY STUART HALES 
Conference. It’s a word that can conjure
up thoughts of soulless convention cen-
ters, endless PowerPoint presentations, 
receptions at sterile hotel bars, and 
mindless exchanges of business cards. 
In recent years, it has flexed its gram-
matical muscle and become a verb as 
well as a noun—to conference, as in, 
to meet virtually using teleconferencing 
technology, which only exacerbates the 
word’s impersonal reputation. 
To avoid the negative connotations 
associated with conference, some orga-
nizations have begun using less formal 
words to describe their industry meet-
ings—words like summit and forum, 
and even days (as in Design Leadership 
Days). Others refer to their conferences 
using the conference theme and the 
year, such as Going Green ’18 and 
Convergence 2019. 
On the surface, these are simply mar-
keting tactics, yet if implemented cor-
rectly they can give direction and pur-
pose to an event and generate greater 
enthusiasm and energy among attend-
ees. Had SLA taken that approach
with its 2019 Annual Conference, the 
result might have been something like 
Connect in Cleveland 2019 or even 
SLARelate. 
But a name refresh wasn’t neces-
sary. SLA 2019 exuded enthusiasm
and purpose from the start, with SLA 
President Hal Kirkwood setting the tone 
at the opening general session by urging 
attendees to use their time in Cleveland 
to go beyond networking and connect-
ing and build deeper relationships with 
fellow attendees. He also challenged 
them to use those relationships to help 
fellow attendees “be what they ought 
to be,” a reference to an insight from 
Martin Luther King, Jr., about mutuality 
and shared experiences. 
Although the conference itself last-
ed three days—five, if you count the 
certificate and continuing education
courses on topics such as knowledge 
management, competitive intelligence, 
and methods in qualitative studies—its 
lessons continued to reverberate for 
several weeks afterward. Leading up to 
SLA 2019, attendees were encouraged 
to share takeaways during and after 
the conference, whether about educa-
tion sessions, keynote speakers, poster 
and paper presentations, or even busi-
ness meetings or networking events. 
And share they did, on SLA Connect, 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and per-
sonal blogs. 
Typical of the takeaways was this 
from Susan Epstein, about a session 
presented by Lauren Trees titled “A 
How-To Guide to Engage Employees in 
Knowledge Management.” 
Even though Lauren’s presentation 
was at the intermediate level and I 
am a novice in KM, the clarity of the 
points she discussed were such that I 
could easily follow and understand the 
content. Throughout her presentation, 
Lauren addressed the human aspect 
of KM, such as communicating with 
people through as many channels as 
possible, cultivating advocates, seeing 
across organizational silos, and encour-
aging people to share their expertise for 
posterity. 
The conference maintained its energy 
and focus with help from an improbable 
source—live music, courtesy of local 
musicians SLA hired in recognition of 
Cleveland’s status as home of the Rock 
& Roll Hall of Fame and Museum. The 
musicians set up shop in the INFO-
EXPO (exhibit hall), helping to create 
a relaxing and welcoming environment 
that was conducive to building the rela-
tionships that Hal Kirkwood emphasized 
in his opening remarks. The INFO-
EXPO quickly became a place not just 
to meet with industry vendors but also 
to relax, strike up conversations, share 
experiences, make new friends, play 
ping-pong and foosball, and savor the 
feeling of community that has always 
defined SLA. 
Attendees of all stripes praised the 
event, with one first-timer calling it
“nothing short of amazing” and a veter-
an attendee remarking that “the confer-
ence venue, the live and PA music, the 
… insightful Twitter conversations, the 
candid and up-to-the-minute Instagram 
postings of @sla_infopros, all just made 
for a great experience.” But perhaps 
the most powerful testimonial came
from an attendee who had let her SLA 
membership lapse, then rejoined after 
attending the conference. 
“I just rejoined SLA following a very 
motivating and successful panel in
Cleveland last month,” wrote Laura Fu 
on SLA Connect, SLA’s community plat-
form. “My DAM [digital asset manage-
ment] game is on fire right now …” SLA 
STUART HALES is editor of Information Outlook and content
director at SLA. He can be reached at shales@sla.org. 
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and Sharing are Key
Conference Themes 
SLA 2019 wAS A CALL to CoLLeCtive ACtion,
mutuAL reSpeCt, And inCLuSive beHAvior. 
D rew Carey, Martin Luther King, Jr., and the first peoples of Clevelandwould seem to have little 
in common, but SLA’s 2019 presi-
dent, Hal Kirkwood, managed to tie 
them together over the course of three 
days at the association’s 2019 Annual 
Conference. 
Since taking office at the beginning 
of this year, Kirkwood, the Bodleian 
Business Librarian at the Saïd Business 
School at Oxford University, has been 
emphasizing the value of using SLA 
to make connections that can lead to 
deeper relationships and partnerships 
with industry colleagues. He reiterated 
this theme during the conference’s
opening general session on June 16, 
then implored his audience to take that 
approach a step further. 
“At the University of Oxford, where I 
work, they have a program at the Saïd 
Business School that involves research 
into the concept of mutuality,” he said. 
“Mutuality brings us together to share 
our experiences of tackling key chal-
lenges to generate value. 
“Dr. Martin Luther King said some-
thing about mutuality that resonated 
deeply with me. He said: 
In a real sense, all life is inter-related. 
All men are caught in an inescapable 
network of mutuality, tied in a single 
garment of destiny. Whatever affects 
one directly, affects all indirectly. I can 
never be what I ought to be until you 
are what you ought to be, and you can 
never be what you ought to be until I 
am what I ought to be. This is the inter-
related structure of reality. 
“I challenge each of you here in 
Cleveland to think about the concept of 
mutuality,” Kirkwood continued. “Think 
about how you can use your SLA rela-
tionships to help your fellow members 
be what they ought to be. If all of us 
focus on that goal—not just here in 
Cleveland, but back at our jobs and 
homes—we will create a new SLA that 
every librarian and information profes-
sional would want to join.” 
‘The Very Fabric of SLA’ 
On June 18, at the conference’s clos-
ing general session, Kirkwood pivoted 
from the awards presentations—SLA
bestowed awards and honors on 13 
members during the course of the con-
ference—back to mutuality and then to 
a topic he had addressed the preceding 
day: diversity. 
“When we think of awards and
honors, we think of people who have 
become ‘what they ought to be,’” he 
said. “In other words, they earn awards 
and honors because they apply their 
knowledge and skills and dedication to 
challenges, and they succeed. And that 
is certainly true. 
“But I would argue that awards also 
honor people for helping others be 
what they ought to be. . . This leads me 
to a topic I raised yesterday: diversity. 
Again, quoting from Martin Luther King: 
‘Whatever affects one directly, affects 
all indirectly.’ 
“I think what that means for SLA is 
that we must create an environment 
where every single SLA member, no 
matter what race or color or gender or 
political persuasion, can be what they 
ought to be. If any one of us does not 
feel this way, we will all be the poorer 
for it. 
“Diversity is not, and cannot be, a 




word we say or a flag we wave. It must 
be the very fabric of SLA, the thread 
that binds together the ‘single garment 
of destiny’ that Dr. King spoke of. 
“. . . [W]e are here today because 
we want to share in the knowledge and 
ideas and experiences of those who are 
different from us. We value this diver-
sity and the relationships that develop 
from it. 
“I challenge every SLA member— 
those of us here in Cleveland, and those 
who aren’t—to take up that mission. If 
we do, we will find that the other chal-
lenges we face become much easier to 
address. 
“And speaking of diversity, and of 
Cleveland, I want to acknowledge the 
Native American tribes that originally 
settled here—the Delaware, Wyandotte, 
Potawatomi, Ottawa, and Shawnee.
They were the first peoples in this
area, and we honor them by valuing 
diversity.” 
‘We’re All Going to 
Share a Takeaway’ 
Earlier in the closing session, Kirkwood 
had asked a handful of attendees to 
stand up and share their experiences 
developing new relationships while at 
the conference or lessons they had 
learned at education sessions that they 
could apply to their jobs. 
“Today is our last full day of the con-
ference,” he said. “And in keeping with 
academic tradition—I’m an academic 
librarian, after all—it’s time for your 
final exam. This is a two-question exam, 
and class participation earns you extra 
credit.” 
The call for audience members to 
share was a twist on the television show 
“Whose Line Is It Anyway?”, originally 
hosted by Drew Carey—like Kirkwood, 
a Cleveland native. On the show, audi-
ence members suggest skits that the 
show’s cast members perform. 
As the general session was end-
ing, Kirkwood again asked attendees 
to share takeaways and relationship 
experiences, but with SLA members 
who weren’t in Cleveland rather than 
those who were. 
‘[W]e are here today because we want 
to share in the knowledge and ideas and 
experiences of those who are different 
from us. We value this diversity and the 
relationships that develop from it.’ 
—Hal Kirkwood, SLA President 
“Our three days together are almost 
over, but the real work is still ahead 
of us,” he said. “First, we’re all going 
to share a takeaway—something new 
we learned, something interesting we 
heard, a new relationship we devel-
oped. And you don’t have to share just 
one takeaway. Share as many as you 
like. Just share.” SLA 
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SLA Honored 13 of itS beSt And brigHteSt, inCLuding A Km expert
wHo prediCted A Coming ‘KnowLedge revoLution.’ 
A n “evangelist” for knowl-edge management whohas written or co-authored more than a dozen books, 
a longtime library director for a publish-
er of legal, tax, regulatory, and business 
information, and a respected educator 
at schools of library and information 
services headed a group of 13 informa-
tion professionals who received awards 
at SLA’s 2019 Annual Conference. 
Guy St. Clair, president of SMR
International, a New York-based con-
sultancy specializing in knowledge
services and knowledge strategy, was 
presented with the John Cotton Dana 
Award, SLA’s top honor. Named for 
SLA’s founder and first president, the 
award is granted to an information
professional to recognize a lifetime of 
achievement as well as exceptional ser-
vice to SLA and the library and informa-
tion profession. 
St. Clair served as president of SLA 
in 1991-1992, was named a Fellow of 
SLA in 1996, and was inducted into 
the association’s Hall of Fame in 2010. 
He was a longtime member of the SLA 
New York Chapter and served as chap-
ter president in 1989-1990; he chaired 
the Museums, Arts, and Humanities 
Division twice, in 1976-77 and again in 
Guy St. Clair 
1983-84; and he helped found, and was 
a longtime member of, the Knowledge 
Management Division. He has written 
widely about solo librarianship, knowl-
edge management, and knowledge ser-
vices, and his 2009 book, SLA at 100: 
From “Putting Knowledge to Work” to 
Building the Knowledge Culture, traces 
the history of SLA from its founding to 
its centennial. 
Marilyn Bromley and Bill Fisher were 
inducted into the SLA Hall of Fame, 
which recognizes SLA members at or 
near the end of their active professional 
career for their service and contribu-
tions to the association or for lengthy 
Marilyn Bromley 
Bill Fisher 
distinguished service to an SLA chapter 
or division that has contributed to the 
success of the association. 












 New SLA Fellows Ulla de Stricker (left), Heather Kotula, Kendra Levine, Geraldine Clement-Stoneham,
and Nick Collison join SLA President Hal Kirkwood onstage. 
Bromley worked for more than 30 
years for BNA (now Bloomberg BNA), 
the last 22 as library director. She 
served on the SLA Board of Directors 
in 2012-2014 and was active in the 
Washington, D.C. Chapter—serving in 
several leadership positions, including 
as president in 1992-1993—and in
the Division of Social Science (now the 
Social Sciences & Humanities Division), 
serving as its chair in 2010. She was 
named a Dialog InfoStar in 2002. 
Fisher is a professor emeritus at
San Jose State University’s School of 
Information, where he joined the faculty 
in 1988 after a teaching stint at UCLA. 
He was named a Fellow of SLA in 1998, 
served as president of SLA in 2002-
2003, and received the John Cotton 
Dana Award in 2008. He served as 
president of the SLA Southern California 
Chapter in 1986-1987, as president 
of the San Andreas Chapter in 1996-
1997, and as chair of the Leadership 
and Management Division in 2010. 
The recipients of the other awards 
presented at SLA 2019 are as follows: 
Fellowship in SLA 
Fellowship in SLA, which is bestowed 
on active, mid-career SLA members in 
recognition of past, present and future 
service to the association and the pro-
fession, was granted to the following: 
Geraldine Clement-Stoneham, head 
of knowledge management and schol-
arly communication at the Medical
Research Council, a government agen-
cy responsible for coordinating and
funding medical research in the United 
Kingdom. She has been an SLA mem-
ber since 1998, served as president 
of the SLA Europe in 2009, and cur-
rently is chair-elect of the Leadership 
and Management Division and chair 
of the Academic Division Scholarly
Communication Section. 
Nick Collison, director of library and 
e-procurement services at cSubs in
Montvale, New Jersey. An SLA member 
since 2003, Nick has served on the SLA 
Centennial Committee and the Finance 
Committee, was treasurer from 2016 to 
2018, and was a candidate for presi-
dent-elect in the 2018 election. He has 
received two SLA Presidential Citations 
and is widely known and envied for his 
extensive network of industry contacts. 
Ulla de Stricker, principal of de
Stricker Associates, a consulting prac-
tice in Toronto specializing in informa-
tion audits and knowledge management 
needs assessment studies. An SLA
member for 40-plus years, Ulla has 
held several volunteer positions and 
served on the SLA Board of Directors 
from 2011 to 2013. She has written 
and co-authored many books, book
chapters, and articles on information 
management, but is most proud of the 
generous support she has offered col-
leagues over the years. 
Heather Kotula, vice president of mar-
keting and communications for Access 
AWARDS 
Innovations, where she manages the 
company’s presence at trade shows 
and conferences and on social media. 
An SLA member since 1996, she is 
president of the Route 66 Chapter and 
was twice president of the former Rio 
Grande Chapter. She is also the chair 
of the Taxonomy Division and a mem-
ber of the 2020 Annual Conference 
Advisory Council that is helping plan 
next year’s conference in Charlotte. 
Kendra Levine, the library direc-
tor for the Institute of Transportation 
Studies at the University of California, 
Berkeley, which provides research sup-
port for transportation faculty, students, 
and professionals across California.
Honored as an SLA Rising Star at SLA 
2013, she has served as chair of the 
Transportation Division and president 
of the San Francisco Bay Area Chapter, 
and she currently chairs the Student and 
New Professionals Advisory Council. 
Rose L. Vormelker Award 
The Rose L. Vormelker Award, which 
is presented to a mid-career member 
in good standing who actively teaches 
and/or mentors students or working
professionals, was presented to Eve 
Wider. Eve is the director of the Millstein 
Library on the University of Pittsburgh’s 
Greensburg campus and coordinator of 
the Regional University Library System 
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Libraries. She has been active in SLA 
since 1996, when she joined while
studying for her LILS degree at Drexel. 
She has held various leadership roles 
in the Pittsburgh Chapter and is cur-
rently co-chair of the chapter’s Awards 
Committee. 
James M. Matarazzo 
Rising Star Award 
The Rising Star Award recognizes out-
standing new SLA members who show 
exceptional promise of leadership and 
contribution to the association and pro-
fession. Nominees must have one to 
five years of professional experience as 
an information professional and have 
been an SLA member for five years or 
less. Recipients receive complimen-
tary registration for the SLA Annual 
Conference & INFO-EXPO in the year in 
which they receive the award. 
This year, the Rising Star Award
was renamed the James M. Matarazzo 
‘TAKE UP THAT TORCH’ 
In 2009, the Special Libraries Association published a 
book, SLA at 100: From “Putting Knowledge to Work” to 
“Building the Knowledge Culture,” to celebrate the asso-
ciation’s centenary. Ten years later, the author of that 
book, Guy St. Clair, encouraged his fellow information 
and knowledge professionals to lead their organizations 
into what he called “our new Golden Age of knowledge 
sharing.” 
The occasion for his remarks was SLA’s 2019 Annual 
Conference, where Guy received SLA’s John Cotton 
Dana Award, named for SLA’s founder and first presi-
dent. The award is presented to an information profes-
sional to recognize a lifetime of achievement as well as 
exceptional service to SLA and the library and informa-
tion profession. 
“Guy almost needs no introduction, because in many 
respects, he is SLA,” said SLA President Hal Kirkwood 
when presenting the award at the conference’s opening 
session on June 16. “Guy coined the term ‘one-person 
librarian,’ which today we call solo librarianship, and 
he received SLA’s Professional Award in 1989 for rec-
ognizing the role that one-person libraries play in the 
library community. He is also the foremost expert in our 
profession on knowledge management and knowledge 
services, and has lectured and taught courses on those 
topics. 
“I could go on and on about Guy, but I think his favorite 
quote, from the Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw, 
says it best: I am of the opinion that my life belongs to 
the community, and as long as I live, it is my privilege 
to do for it whatever I can. I want to be thoroughly used 
up when I die, for the harder I work, the more I live. Life 
is no ‘brief candle’ to me. It is a sort of splendid torch 
which I have got hold of for a moment, and I want to 
make it burn as brightly as possible before handing it on 
to the future generations.” 
In accepting the award, Guy noted that, just as fos-
sil fuels had powered the Industrial Revolution of the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries and computers 
and microprocessors had driven the Technological 
Revolution of the late 20th century, knowledge would 
power the next revolution—and SLA members would be 
the architects of that revolution. 
“In that last paragraph of the SLA history, I said that 
you—as knowledge services professionals and as 
members of SLA—are building and implementing the 
prototype and the inspiration for the knowledge culture, 
in your parent organizations and, as I see it, in society 
at large,” he said. “And that knowledge culture will lead 
us, I predict, to a ‘golden age’ in the management of 
information, knowledge, and strategic learning in the 
organizations, businesses, and institutions where we 
work. 
“I stand before you today to say to you that knowledge 
will fuel the advances of our own time, now and into 
the future,” he said. “It will be a time that I predict will 
come to be looked on as our new, and thrilling, knowl-
edge revolution. 
“And it will be the knowledge strategists and the knowl-
edge thought leaders—that’s you, the members of 
SLA—who will be managing and leading this effort. No 
one knows better than you how to develop knowledge, 
how to share knowledge, and how to use knowledge. 
“So, take back the award. It’s not for me, it’s for you. 
And take up that torch, that torch that George Bernard 
Shaw handed to us. Carry it forward, hold it high, and let 
it burn as brightly as it can. Lead us, and bring us into 
our new Golden Age of Knowledge Sharing.” 
            INFORMATION OUTLOOK V23 N03 MAY/JUNE 2019 6
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SLA President Hal Kirkwood (left) and Jim Matarazzo, Jr., with the 2019 class of Rising Stars: Angela
Pagliaro, Mea Warren, and Kristin Petersheim. (Natasha Chowdory was unable to attend.) 
Rising Star Award in memory of the late 
Jim Matarazzo, a longtime SLA member 
and beloved educator and mentor who 
passed away shortly before the 2018 
Annual Conference. Jim’s son, James 
M. Matarazzo, Jr., attended the awards 
ceremony and helped honor the follow-
ing 2019 Rising Stars: 
Natasha Chowdory, a clinical evi-
dence-based information special-
ist at University Hospitals, Coventry
and Warwickshire, part of the National 
Health Service. Natasha has appeared 
on the libswithlives podcast and speaks 
regularly on professional development 
and diversity within the profession. She 
has served on the SLA International Task 
Force and is active in the Leadership 
and Management Division. 
Angela Pagliaro, global content
librarian at Merck Animal Health and 
president-elect of the SLA New Jersey 
Chapter. At the SLA 2016 Annual
Conference in Philadelphia, Angela
and a fellow librarian presented the 
best contributed paper, titled “Levels 
of Engagement Framework: Meeting
Users at the Intersection of Need and 
Know-How.” 
Kristin Petersheim, a technical infor-
mation specialist at Caterpillar Inc.,
where she supports engineers through 
research, library training and outreach, 
and user experience research. Kristin 
recently co-authored a paper for the 
Journal of Academic Librarianship that 
compares the information-seeking pref-
erences of engineers with those of
engineering students. She is in her 
second year as membership director for 
the Illinois Chapter, where she works to 
engage downstate members outside the 
Chicago Area. 
Mea Warren, the natural sciences and 
mathematics librarian at the University 
of Houston, where she is a member 
of the Outreach Team within Liaison 
Services. Mea has co-authored several 
journal articles, served on panels, and 
presented posters on topics ranging 
from diversity in the profession to open 
resources to academic library outreach. 
In SLA, she is a member of the Texas 
Chapter and the Physics-Astronomy-















    
 
KEYNOTES 
An Appeal for Kindness,
a Call to Combat Inequality 
SLA 2019’S two Keynote SpeAKerS offered different tAKeS
on How to improve tHe LiveS of otHerS. 
A stockbroker turned kindness guru 
and an advertiser turned academic
delivered profoundly different messages 
to SLA 2019 attendees at the opening 
and closing general sessions, but they 
shared a common thread in arguing 
that individuals can make a difference 
by questioning the status quo. 
Leon Logothetis’s job in London as 
a stockbroker allowed him to lead a 
comfortable but unhappy life, one that 
made him feel “empty on the inside.” 
His responded by quitting his job and 
setting out to travel around the world by 
relying only on the kindness of strang-
ers. He wrote a book about his quest 
titled Amazing Adventures of a Nobody, 
which later turned into a National
Geographic travel series of the same 
name. Next came a Netflix series, “The 
Kindness Diaries,” and another book, 
Go Be Kind, that describes a series 
of daily adventures—treasure hunts,
dream dates, awkward moments,
and the like—intended to help read-
ers rediscover the “gift” of kindness 
and lead them to a happier and more 
rewarding life. 
What’s so revolutionary about
kindness? For starters, he said, it’s
a choice—one that fewer people are 
making today. 
“You get a chance, every day, to 
choose how you show up,” he told 
attendees. “I challenge you today to go 
out and make at least one human being 
feel less alone—simply by being kind.” 
To reinforce that challenge, he gave 
attendees what he called a “homework 
assignment” that utilized postcards he 
had placed throughout the ballroom. 
On the front of the postcard were the 
words “I helped someone feel less
alone today”; on the back was space to 
describe how that happened. 
“For every postcard I receive, we’re 
going to send a book to an underprivi-
leged kid,” he said. “We’ve already sent 
10,000 books so far.” 
Two days later, at the closing general 
session, talk of kindness gave way to 
discussions about the darker side of 
search engines and algorithms. Safiya 
Noble, an associate professor at UCLA 
and visiting assistant professor at the 
University of Southern California, dis-
cussed the design of digital media plat-
forms on the Internet and their impact 
on issues of race, gender, culture, and 
technology. 
Like Leon Logothetis, Dr. Noble has 
written a book, though hers—titled
Algorithms of Oppression: How Search 
Engines Reinforce Racism—dealt with 
her “travels” through the Internet and 
how the major search engine compa-
nies help to propagate negative stereo-
types and prejudice against people who 
traditionally have been marginalized. 
“When I was in library school, I got 
to thinking about how all of the people 
around me in library school were talk-
ing about Google as the new public 
library,” she said. “You have to remem-
ber, I went to graduate school around 
2009, and we were in the throes of 
the Google book digitization project, 
so all these millions of volumes were 
being digitized. And people were say-
ing things like ‘information wants to be 
free,’ which was a weird disconnect for 
me, having just left advertising. I was 
like, yeah, but we just hired a dude to 
manipulate the hell out of Google to get 
our clients on the first page, so now I’m 
confused.” 
After describing her research into 
the “logics” behind search engine algo-
rithms, she closed her presentation by 
calling on attendees to take five steps to 
combat Internet inequality: 
1.Demand healthy, factual, and 
socially just information as a pillar of 
democracy; 
2.Require digital literacy of policymak-
ers; 
3.Fund critical digital media research, 
literacy programs, and education; 
4.Leverage librarians and archivists to 
curate the indexable Web, and cre-
ate multiple paths to knowledge; and 
5.Reduce technology over-develop-
ment and its impact on people and 
the planet. SLA 










an Exhibit Hall 
tHe info-expo At SLA 2019 wAS tHe town SquAre,
A LoSt And found for peopLe inSteAd of beLongingS. 
A t first glance, the INFO-EXPO at an SLA Annual Conference appears to be just an exhibit hall, filled 
with vendors showcasing their products 
and services. But look a little closer, and 
you’ll see that it is much, much more— 
an exhibit hall, yes, but also a place to 
eat, relax, converse, share experiences, 
make new friends, learn from industry 
experts, play ping-pong and foosball, 
and indulge in the sense of community 
that has always defined SLA. 
The INFO-EXPO at SLA 2019 in
Cleveland was all of these things, fla-
vored with live music and topped off 
with an impromptu karaoke contest. 
It was where you instinctively head-
ed between business meetings and
education sessions, or when you just 
wanted to experience the conference 
without attending a session or meeting. 
It was where you went to meet friends, 
eat lunch, visit with industry vendors, 
check phone and e-mail messages, and 
review session notes. 
It was the town square, the nerve 
center, the social nexus, and the com-
munity playground all rolled into one. 
It was the place to be, and the place 
to get away from it all. It was where 
you recharged your batteries, and also 
where you decompressed. It was a
lost and found, but for people instead 
of belongings. Old friendships were
renewed there; new friendships were 
made. You could walk the aisles and 
engage with fellow members or industry 
partners, or sit in a cozy chair or sofa 
and let the people and conversations 
come to you. 
There was plenty of food to fuel the 
body and soul. A buffet lunch was 
served in the INFO-EXPO twice, on 
the day the conference opened and 
again on the day it ended. The day in 
between, cake and champagne were 
served in the afternoon to celebrate 
SLA’s 110th anniversary. The INFO-
EXPO was also the site of a networking 
reception the evening of the opening 
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day. If you were hungry or thirsty, odds 
were good you’d find something to eat 
and drink in the INFO-EXPO. 
And of course, the INFO-EXPO was 
where you went to check out the lat-
est information products, services, and 
technologies. More than 100 industry 
vendors were exhibiting in the INFO-
EXPO, and some were also sponsoring 
the conference and various events and 
items (such as lanyards and water
stations). Vendors of everything from 
collections management software to
scientific journals to subscription
services to microfilm scanners to cloud-
based hosting services were on hand, 
as were SLA members from the asso-
ciation’s Cleveland Chapter to share 
advice on local restaurants, museums, 
and nightlife. 
The education sessions at SLA 2019 
were the brain of the conference, and 
they provided attendees with plenty of 
ready-to-use information and insights. 
But the INFO-EXPO was its heart and 
soul, where SLA came together each 
day as a community. Whether you were 
a vendor, an attendee, or a speaker or 
guest who just wanted to see what all 
the commotion was about, you could 
tell immediately—the INFO-EXPO was 
much more than an exhibit hall. SLA 




   
     




	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
 
 
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	








An ‘ALL-StAr’ SeSSion Added to tHe drAmA Surrounding poSterS,
wHiLe A pAper About LibrAriAnS Supporting reSeArCH And CAre
At A mediCAL Center tooK top HonorS. 
J ust as the three most impor-tant factors in real estate are location, location and location, it’s said that the three most
    common features of conferenc-
es are PowerPoints, PowerPoints and 
PowerPoints. At the SLA 2019 Annual 
Conference in Cleveland, PowerPoints 
had plenty of company—posters and 
papers were also quite popular. 
Poster sessions have long been a 
staple of SLA Annual Conferences.
Typically, three separate sessions are 
held, each sponsored by a different SLA 
division or group of divisions: 
•	 The Science-Technology Division 
and Engineering Division; 
•	 The Business & Finance Division; 
and 
•	 The Academic Division, Education 
Division, and Social Sciences & 
Humanities Division. 
At SLA 2019, a fourth poster ses-
sion was added to the mix—an “all-
star” session featuring the most popular 
posters from the three division sessions. 
Conference attendees were invited to 
vote for their favorite division posters 
using the conference mobile app, and 
the posters receiving the most votes 
were entered into the all-star session. 
As usual, the posters addressed a 
variety of topics, including the following: 
•	 Does citing chemical databases 
give merit and appreciation to the 
resources as well as credibility and 
validity to the scholarly communica-
tion process? 
•	 Will using an interactive teaching 
approach to library instruction lead 
to high levels of participant self-
efficacy for initiating and conduct-
ing their own clinical and scholarly 
research? 
•	 Do science librarians perceive a 
benefit to having a science educa-
tion and/or science experience in the 
practice of science liaison librarian-
ship, and do they perceive that sub-
ject specialization is necessary for 
liaison librarianship? 
•	 What kinds of services and resourc-
es can libraries develop and provide 
to help universities and entrepre-
neurs pursue commercial opportuni-
ties and foster innovation? 
•	 What considerations should library 
staff take into account when trying to 
expand the diversity of authors, top-
ics, and audiences of a collection of 
resources on a given topic? 
The all-star session was held in the 
INFO-EXPO, the conference exhibit
hall. When the final votes were tal-
lied, Dana Eckstein Berkowitz of Yale 
University came out on top with her 
poster, “Wayfinding in the Library.” She 
will receive a free year of SLA member-
ship in recognition of her achievement. 
Contributed Papers 
Like the posters, contributed papers 
have been fixtures at SLA Annual
Conferences for many years. At SLA 
2019, five papers were presented: 
•	 “Bench to Bedside: Detailing the 
Catalytic Roles of Fully Integrated 
Information Scientists”; 
•	 “Evaluating Text Mining Tools to 
Help Improve Rigor in Research”; 
•	 “Exploring the Cultural Intelligence of 
Special Librarians”; 
•	 “Revolutionary ROI: Capturing 
Library Value”; and 
•	 “Transforming Traditional Reference 
Services into Research and 
Publication Support Services.” 
“Bench to Bedside,” by Mallory




    





PAPERS AND POSTERS 
Blasingame and her team at the Center 
for Knowledge Management, Strategy 
and Innovation at Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center (VUMC), was judged 
the best contributed paper. The paper 
describes the actions taken and roles 
played by VUMC information pro-
fessionals to advance research and
transform care at the medical center. 
Following is an excerpt from the paper’s 
abstract: 
Timely access to information in a 
streamlined, synthesized, and compre-
hensive format is critical to the success 
of the transformative programs and
learning health systems that character-
ize Vanderbilt University Medical Center 
(VUMC). To meet this need, highly
trained information professionals creat-
ed an infrastructure support framework, 
based on years of successful evidence 
interventions, that helps move discover-
ies from bench to bedside. 
As clinical programs and practices 
are regularly evaluated at the insti-
tutional level, a team of information 
experts, each participating actively in 
projects throughout the medical center, 
helps document institutional decisions 
and supports them with both internal 
and external research data. An archival 
system supports the maintenance and 
scalability of this effort through intel-
ligent reminders and, when feasible, 
work assignments. 
[VUMC’s] commitment to discovery 
is coupled with the need to contain 
costs while improving care. Information 
scientists ensure resources are prop-
erly channeled to current effective care 
practices by regularly appending and 
substantiating evidence to decisions
undergoing process review. Data is
collected on an ongoing basis for for-
mal and informal evaluations, both for 
purposes of process refinement and for 
effective communication to leadership 
on return on investment. 
In recognition of presenting the
best paper, Mallory will receive free 
registration to the SLA 2020 Annual 
Conference in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
(The papers and accompanying slides 
are available for viewing on sla.org.) SLA 
Dana Eckstein Berkowitz describes her poster, “Wayfinding in the Library.” 
Yuening Zhang of Case Western Reserve University explains her poster,
which compares Web of Science and Scopus. 
Teresa Pipher describes her poster, “Community Impact Investment:
How Would You Spend $100K?” to an attendee. 
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tHere wAS muCH to LeArn At SLA 2019, but perHApS
tHe moSt vALuAbLe LeSSon wAS to SHARE wHAt you
LeArned (And LiKed) witH otHerS. 
T hey came. They saw (and heard). They took away. The more than 1,200librarians, information pro-
fessionals, representatives from indus-
try vendors, and others interested in 
information management who attended 
the SLA 2019 Annual Conference got 
what they came for: 100-plus educa-
tion sessions and business meetings, 
dozens of receptions and dine-arounds, 
plenty of opportunities to network and 
build relationships, dedicated time to 
learn about new products and ser-
vices, engaging keynote speakers, and 
a renewed sense of purpose. They also 
got a few things they hadn’t expected, 
like live music, cake and champagne 
(to honor SLA’s 110th anniversary), and 
a poster session competition. 
But just as important as what they 
came for was what they took away. At the 
closing general session, SLA President 
Hal Kirkwood urged attendees to share 
their takeaways and impressions of the 
conference with their fellow SLA mem-
bers who weren’t in Cleveland. Judging 
from their tweets and their posts on 
SLA Connect and other social media, 
attendees left the conference better
informed, more inspired, and looking 
forward to the 2020 Annual Conference 
in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Here’s a sample of what attendees 
shared about education sessions at
SLA 2019: 
Librarians: The Key to 
Powerful Systematic Reviews 
Presented by Brandy King, Brian
Schwartz, and Susan Stagno, the pur-
pose of this session was to demonstrate 
the value that librarians add as true 
partners/collaborators during a system-
atic review (SR). Brandy King described 
a program through the Arnold P. Gold 
Foundation that provided funding for 
literature review grants ($5K) and advo-
cacy and discovery grants ($15K),
which all led to systematic reviews. This 
program (which is no longer in exis-
tence) ended up funding 70 literature 
review grants and 17 advocacy and dis-
covery grants that ultimately led to 39 
systematic review publications to date. 
During this program, a survey was 
given to both librarians and non-librar-
ians who made up the SR teams. The 
results of the survey indicated that
librarians are highly valued team mem-
bers throughout the entire systematic 
review process. Most people indicated 
that librarians are essential for question 
formation, citation management, and 
the search strategy. 
However, the survey results also sug-
gested that there is even more growth 
for librarians in the manuscript writing 
and publishing portion of the SR, as 
discussed by Brian Schwartz. Brian
also described the qualitative research 
experience that PhD librarians bring 
to the table. Additionally, he discussed 
the need for potential job description 
re-evaluations as well as the push for 
more librarians, because the SR pro-
cess takes a lot of time. 
Susan Stagno, a professor of psychia-
try at Case Western University, provided 
a non-librarian perspective to this dis-
cussion. She emphasized the impor-
tance of having librarian(s) involved in 
the SR from the beginning because of 
our vast knowledge of, and experience 
with, developing search strategies as 
well as knowing which resources to 
search. SRs also provide publishing 
opportunities for librarians, which help 
us in multiple ways! 
As a business librarian who is a nov-
ice to the SR process, I am continually 
learning these methods/skills and will 
bring back what I learned in this ses-
sion to my team at Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU). Our team at CMU 
is currently involved in a business/ 
management SR that is being done 
through the Campbell Collaboration,

















	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	
 
TAKEAWAYS AND TESTIMONIALS 
the organization devoted to SRs in the 
social sciences. The discussions at this 
session also gave me some additional 
info that I can use to help “spread the 
word” about SRs in the business and 
management field overall. 
Ryan Splenda 
Business & Economics Librarian 
Carnegie Mellon University 
The Secret Sauce: Where You 
Are Probably NOT Looking to 
Find Your Client Intelligence 
According to Zena Appelbaum and
Nathan Rosen, a “secret sauce” may 
not be some special cool tool, but
just thinking about how we provide 
our services. Get a good sense of the 
pulse of your organization so you can 
provide distinctive service. We need 
to act counter to type—we need to be 
distinctive. 
Human capital is your best asset. 
Talk to people around you, and build 
relationships. Then, once you have col-
lected human intelligence, don’t keep 
it in your head—use your CRM system 
or wiki to capture it. Use the profiles 
that we as librarians build on people, 
companies, and organizations and put 
them into the CRM system so they do 
not become a one-off. Continue to add 
value by updating. 
Build credibility with the groups you 
work with. The more interconnected 
we are, the more we can increase our 
value. 
Eugene Giudice 
Research Services Training 
Specialist 
Dentons US LLP 
A How-To Guide to 
Engage Employees in 
Knowledge Management 
I attended this session because knowl-
edge management (KM) is an area of 
expertise I am just beginning to explore, 
and also because a session at which I 
co-presented—“Engaging Stakeholders 
to Expand Awareness and Use of Your 
Organization’s Creative Content”—had 
a similar theme of engagement. 
The speaker, Lauren Trees, is
principal research lead for knowl-
edge management at the American
Productivity & Quality Center (APQC), 
a member-based, nonprofit organiza-
tion in Houston, Texas. Dr. C. Jackson 
Grayson, Jr. founded the organization 
over 40 years ago and was a KM pio-
neer, so Lauren’s position at APQC 
speaks to her expertise and experience 
in KM. 
Although Lauren’s presentation was 
at the intermediate level and I am a 
novice in KM, the clarity of the points 
she discussed was such that I could 
easily follow and understand the con-
tent. I was very happy to learn from her 
presentation that I knew many KM con-
cepts because of my years (just turned 
60 in June!) of personal work experi-
ence in a variety of industries. 
To answer her research question
(“If we’re so experienced at manag-
ing change and motivating participants, 
why are we still so terrible at it?”), Lauren 
conducted a survey. She received 374 
responses, interviewed 12 respondents 
in depth, and then studied 8 cases to 
determine best practices. The result 
was six steps to “make KM sticky”: 
1.Communicate what and why 
2.Cultivate advocates 
3.Teach when and how 
4.Make it easy and in the workflow 
5.Scale and improve over time 
6.Market your successes 
The step that spoke most to me was 
#4, “Make it easy and in the workflow,” 
because people are pressed for time 
and need to see examples of projects 
that illustrate exactly what information 
professionals are proposing as KM prod-
ucts. With a proof-of-concept example, 
information professionals demonstrate 
how a particular KM product would 
work and simultaneously showcase
their value to the organization. 
Throughout her presentation, Lauren 
addressed the human aspect of KM, 
such as communicating with people 
through as many channels as possible, 
cultivating advocates, seeing across
organizational silos, and encouraging 
people to share their expertise for pos-
terity. Deb Hunt, the session moderator, 
also emphasized the importance of get-
ting a high-level sponsor in the organi-
zation for KM initiatives. 
After this session, I felt that my own 
forays into KM had been validated by an 
expert, and that makes me even more 
interested in pursuing this topic! 
Susan Epstein 
Systems Librarian 
Maguire Medical Library 
Florida State University 
Taxonomy Sessions 
at SLA 2019 
SLA offered a good number of taxono-
my-related sessions at this year’s annu-
al conference, thanks to the organizing 
efforts of its Taxonomy Division. There 
were enough taxonomy sessions so that 
there was always at least one session 
of interest at any time. The taxonomy-
related sessions were as follows: 
•	 Ensuring Semantic Interoperability 
and Creating Interoperable 
Taxonomies 
•	 Taxonomy Governance in Real Life 
•	 Taxonomy Roundtable 
•	 Big Data and Controlled Vocabularies 
•	 Taxonomy Basics 
•	 Keeping your Taxonomy Fresh and 
Relevant 
•	 Taxonomy-Ontology Conversions: 
Case Studies 
•	 Taxonomy Tools and Tool Evaluation 
Ensuring Semantic Interoperability
and Creating Interoperable Taxonomies 


















TAKEAWAYS AND TESTIMONIALS 
‘Thank you, SLA, for the many
intentional spaces you planned or
facilitated for interaction, learning,
and networking this year!’ 
was a densely packed presentation
covering the different types and issues 
in controlled vocabulary interoperabil-
ity, with two presenters in turn: Margie 
Hlava, president and chairman, Access 
Innovations Inc., and Marcia Zeng,
professor of library and information
science, Kent State University. Marcia 
explained that interoperability is at dif-
ferent levels—system level, semantic 
level, and structural level—and her
focus was on semantic interoperability, 
which is addressed in the international 
standard ISO 25964-2. She discussed 
in detail each of the different kinds of 
controlled vocabulary interoperability.
There are methods that are based on 
working from an existing knowledge 
organization system (derivation from
an original source and expansion) and 
methods that involve working between/ 
among existing vocabularies (integra-
tion/combination and interoperation/ 
shared/harmonization). 
Taxonomy Governance in Real Life 
featured two panelists from very differ-
ent organizations: Paula McCoy, man-
ager from ProQuest, and Susannah
Woodbury, taxonomist from Overstock. 
Taxonomy governance was defined as 
maintaining the content of a controlled 
vocabulary (adds/deletes), maintaining 
the integrity of a vocabulary (standards 
and usage), and implementing a vocab-
ulary (managing those who work in and 
use the vocabulary). Topics of discus-
sion included working with stakehold-
ers, the governance of change and how 
decisions are made, and staying flexible 
through the iterative process. 
Keeping your Taxonomy Fresh and 
Relevant: The APA Thesaurus was pre-
sented by Marisa Hughes, taxonomist at 
the American Psychological Association 
(APA). Marisa had recently led a thor-
—Emily Pillar, Aurora WDC 
ough thesaurus update that took about 
a year and was completed in February 
2019, and this presentation was largely 
based on lessons learned from that proj-
ect. Change management is a key part 
of in taxonomy governance. Change 
is constant. Creating a responsive and 
relevant taxonomy involves a set of
activities: adapt, determine, engage,
delineate, data, identify. One needs to 
know when and why to change, and a 
roadmap is also needed. 
Taxonomy-Ontology Conversions:
Case Studies comprised three case-
study presenters: Edee Edwards,
ontology architect at the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA); Mary
Chitty, library director and taxonomist 
at Cambridge HealthTech; and David 
Bender, manager of medical ontol-
ogy at the Radiological Society of North 
America. It was anticipated that the 
case studies would be all be conver-
sions from taxonomies to ontologies, but 
that was not necessarily so. 
Edee Edwards explained that NFPA 
was building a data science team that 
was very interested in ontologies. There 
was also a data governance group
involved. At that time, they also needed 
a system upgrade of vocabulary soft-
ware, and the new one is SKOS-based. 
They did a proof of concept with our 
data science group. NFPA’s primary 
use for the ontology was auto-tagging. 
Mary Chitty presented about taxono-
mies at Cambridge HealthTech. It is 
still a taxonomy, not an ontology, but 
Cambridge HealthTech has recently
partnered with OntoForce, a semantic 
search and data science company, to 
use their search engine. The presenta-
tion was more about the issues than any 
solution. Ongoing challenges include 
dealing with legacy data, integrating 
acquired companies’ data, scaling up, 
and dealing with ambiguity. 
David Bender’s presented the exam-
ple of the controlled vocabulary of the 
Radiological Society of North America 
(RSNA), RadLex. A model of anatomi-
cal procedure and modality as it per-
tains to radiology, RadLex is referred to 
as a lexicon or terminology, although it 
is arranged as a hierarchical tree/taxon-
omy. It was decided to have a structure, 
as an ontology, but there are still more 
questions than answers. In moving in 
the direction of an ontology, they are 
using the tool Protégé and have con-
verted RadLex into an OWL form, but 
otherwise it is still kept as a taxonomy. 
Heather Hedden 
Hedden Information Management 
‘Nothing Short of Amazing’ 
These and other takeaways from the 
education sessions contributed to an 
overall sense among many attendees 
that SLA 2019 was the best SLA Annual 
Conference in recent years. From the 
physical layout to the programming
quality to the intimate “vibe” to the live 
music, SLA 2019 was a success from 
every angle. Here’s what some attend-
ees had to say about it: 
“The strength of SLA is its members 
and the networking among them. This 
year, I brought with me our most junior 
librarian and poster co-author. While 
she had been to other conferences, 
she told me she found the level of net-
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 TAKEAWAYS AND TESTIMONIALS 
working at SLA was unprecedented to 
her. Thank you to you who have made 




“Great vibe, and the layout of the 
conference was the best I’ve been to. 
The networking sessions where thrill-
ing, and I met more new people than 
I could possibly imagine. My company 
(cSubs) exhibited, and I was thrilled 
that it was the first time my CEO had 
been to an SLA conference. As a first-
timer, she was so incredibly positive 
about the educational sessions and
learnt so much about what we do and 
who we are, she re-booked our space 
for Charlotte on the spot.” 
Nick Collison 
Director of Library and 
E-Procurement Services 
cSubs 
“I thought the layout of the meeting 
and event rooms and the Info Expo 
were all super well done, so there was 
always a good crowd. And people were 
very interactive—it was not a passive 
crowd of attendees! Also, I was thrilled 
to see lots of folks younger (lots young-
er?!) than me in attendance. Overall it 
was an excellent conference from my 
point of view!” 
Sara Tompson 
Engineering Assistant 
McFarlane Aviation Products 
“The 2019 SLA Conference in 
Cleveland was nothing short of amaz-
ing! Incredibly thankful to have had 
the opportunity to go, learn, connect, 
and be inspired. Thank you to all of my 
new connections, the session present-
ers, the Taxonomy Division and confer-
ence planners!” 
Erin Fleak 
Assoc. Records Manager 
JP Morgan Chase 
“I really enjoyed the First Timers and 
Fellows Reception. A few Fellows struck 
up conversation with me and made me 
feel welcome. Having intentional set-
tings for interactions like these are so 
important when meeting such a large 
group for the first time. Thank you, SLA, 
for the many intentional spaces you 
planned or facilitated for interaction, 




“I work with many medical educators 
and relatively few librarians, and that 
changes the tenor of my daily experi-
ence. Being able to come together with 
so many librarians to learn and explore 
new ideas was wonderful. I learned a 
great deal and will take home so many 
great, new, implementable ideas.” 
Brian Schwartz, PhD, MLIS 
Library Director and Associate 
Professor of Medical Humanities 
Rocky Vista University 
“The SLA Annual Conference opened 
my eyes to new career opportunities 
and inspired me to set goals for my 
future. Everyone, from the vendors to 
the attendees to the SLA board mem-
bers, made me feel welcomed and
included.” 
Rebecca Harrington 
Research Services Librarian 
University of Tennessee Graduate 
School of Medicine 
“I came to SLA 2019 wanting to learn 
how to create a strategic plan and dem-
onstrate my library’s value to the firm. I 
attended several excellent sessions on 
strategic planning and demonstrating 
ROI for the library. I am excited about 
using my new knowledge! I also got 
insight from other librarians with similar 
goals. Wish me luck as I create a pre-
sentation!” 
Ellen Leander 
Senior Manager of Library Services 
Bates White, LLC 












B O A R D  E L E C T I O N S  •  I N  M E M O R I A M  
Adams, Lavallée-Welch 
Top Board Ballot 
Special librarians from six nations and 
four continents will vie for seats on the 
SLA 2020 Board of Directors, in an 
election that reflects the association’s 
geographic and cultural diversity. 
Kevin Adams Catherine Lavallée-Welch 
Kevin Adams, information special-
ist at the Institute of Environmental 
Science and Research in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, and Catherine Lavallée-
Welch, university librarian at Bishop’s 
University in Sherbrooke, Quebec,
Canada, are the candidates for 2020 
president-elect. The winner of this elec-
tion will go on to serve as president 
of SLA in 2021 and past president in 
2022. 
Catherine has worked in libraries
in Canada, Europe, and the United 
States and joined SLA in 2000 while 
at the University of Louisville. She has 
chaired the SLA Academic Division and 
Information Technology Division and
served on the board of the Science-
Technology Division as well as on the 
SLA Board of Directors from 2015-
2017. She was named an SLA Fellow 
in 2014. She writes and presents fre-
quently on issues ranging from blogging 
to technology to distance learning. 
Kevin joined SLA in 1996 and was 
one of the founding members of the 
Australia/New Zealand chapter in 2005. 
He has served on the boards of the 
SLA Solo Division, Environment and 
Resource Management Division, Food, 
Agriculture and Nutrition Division, and 
Government Information Division as
well as the SLA Board of Directors from 
2015-2017. He is currently a member 
of the Students and New Professionals 
Advisory Council and the 2020 Annual 
Conference Advisory Council and was 
named an SLA Fellow in 2018. 
In addition to Catherine and Kevin, 
eight other SLA members are compet-
ing for four seats on the 2020 board, 
as follows: 
Chapter Cabinet Chair-elect 
•	 Eryn Campbell, research librar-
ian at the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners (Kansas 
City, Missouri, United States) 
•	 Elaine Lasda, subject librarian for 
social welfare and research impact 
at the University at Albany (Albany, 
New York, United States) 
Division Cabinet Chair-elect 
•	 Connie Crosby, principal at Crosby 
Group Consulting (Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada) 
•	 Julie Snyder, corporate librarian 
and archivist at Shure Incorporated 
(Niles, Illinois, United States) 
Director (2 open seats) 
•	 Natasha Chowdory, clinical evidence-
based information specialist at 
University Hospitals Coventry and 
Warwickshire (Coventry, England, 
United Kingdom) 
•	 P.K. Jain, librarian for the Institute of 
Economic Growth at the University of 
Delhi (New Delhi, Delhi, India) 
•	 Jim Miller, principal at Connect 
Public Affairs (Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada) 
•	 Labibah Zain, lecturer in the 
Department of Library and 
Information Science of Sunan 
Kalijaga Islamic State University 
(Yogyakarta, Indonesia) 
The election will be conducted by 
online balloting in September. Election 
winners will serve three-year terms;
the cabinet chairs-elect will serve as 
cabinet chairs in 2021 and past cabinet 
chairs in 2022. 
In Memoriam: Judy Field 
Judith J. (Judy) Field, a longtime mem-
ber of SLA who served as president 
of the association in 1997-1998 and 
received its highest honor, the John 
Cotton Dana Award, in 2006, died June 
29 in Michigan. 
A native of Ohio, Judy attended the 
University of Michigan, where she
earned undergraduate and graduate
degrees in business as well as her mas-
ter’s in library science. Although she 
worked for a time in a public library, her 
passion was special libraries and espe-
cially managing and directing them. 
“[If] I wanted to be a librarian, I was 
looking from the standpoint of being a 
library director, particularly as the more 
and more I worked with libraries, the 
less appreciative I was of the way that 
they were run,” she explained in a 2009 
“Voices of SLA” interview. “Because 
the word management in library land at 
that time was almost a swear word. And 
business was another swear word.” 
During her career, she worked for 
Western Electric, the Flint (Mich.) Public 
Library, the University of Michigan, and 
the Minnesota Legislative Reference
Library. In 1991 she joined the faculty 
of the Library and Information Science 
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Program at Wayne State University,
where she was still lecturing at the time 
of her death. In 2000, Wayne State’s 
library system honored Judy with the 
Purdy Award, its highest honor. 
She joined SLA in 1965 and devoted 
much of her time and energy over 
the years to the Business & Finance 
Division (which she chaired twice)
and the Leadership and Management 
Division (which she helped found). She 
also was active in the Michigan Chapter 
and served as its president. Earlier this 
year, she participated in a web chat on 
the current and future state of SLA with 
current SLA President Hal Kirkwood 
and past presidents Sylvia Piggott and 
Bill Fisher. 
Judy Field 
Judy was named a Fellow of SLA 
in 1994 and received the Rose L.
Vormelker Award, which recognizes a 
mid-career SLA member who actively 
teaches and/or mentors students or
working professionals, in 2001. She 
was inducted into SLA’s Hall of Fame 
in 2010. 
Judy and her husband, Than,
endowed two scholarships, one at
Wayne State and the other at the
University of Michigan, to support stu-
dents studying library and information 
science. 
“I decided that I would fund two 
scholarships, and I picked Wayne
because that’s where I’m teaching, and 
furthermore, I wanted it for people who 
have an interest in special libraries or 
alternative libraries,” she said in her 
“Voices of SLA” interview. “And then 
I also gave money to Michigan for the 
same reason, and hoping that the two 
places for special libraries would still 
remain there, visible, because I’m the 
one who fights for special libraries.
I’m the one who keeps reminding that 
there are all these alternative things 
that we could do. You can be a com-
petitive intelligence person, you can do 
knowledge management. There’s just 
no end to what we can do, regardless 
of what the label is. And I don’t want to 
lose that.” 
SLA Board Approves 
New Caucus 
The SLA Board of Directors has
approved a new caucus that is open to 
all SLA members who are interested in 
any aspect of economic development, 
empowerment, or entrepreneurship. 
The Economic Development, Em-
powerment, and Entrepreneurship
(EDEE) Caucus aligns with several SLA 
divisions that have similar or overlap-
ping interests (including Business & 
Finance, Competitive Intelligence, and 
Government Information) and hopes
to sponsor and/or co-sponsor SLA pro-
gramming virtually and at conferences. 
“Economic development and entre-
preneurship initiatives are vital to cre-
ating jobs, economic prosperity and 
vibrant communities,” states the pro-
posal approved by the SLA Board. “The 
EDEE Caucus supports the needs of 
economic development organizations
(EDOs), related professions, start-ups, 
entrepreneurs, accelerators, and incu-
bators (aka innovation ecosystems).
EDEE is a forum for information profes-
sionals interested in economic devel-
opment, community nonprofits, entre-
preneurship and start-up-related ini-
tiatives to exchange ideas and share 
resources.” 
Nicole Mullings, research and strat-
egy librarian at Calgary Economic




SLA has redesigned its organizational 
membership category to better meet 
the needs of organizations, information 
professional departments, libraries, and 
companies. 
The new organizational membership 
offers three different membership levels 
to allow individuals and their employer 
to select from a wide range of packaged 
benefits and resources to maximize
career development. These benefits
and resources include the following: 
•	 Each member can select his/her/ 
their preferred chapter and division 
to join; 
•	 All individuals indicated within 
the organizational membership 
have right to vote in SLA elections, 
amendments to the bylaws, and so 
on; and 
•	 Complimentary access to live and 
on-demand learning, with additional 
discounts on other programming 
(varies based on level). 
By redesigning this membership cat-
egory, SLA hopes to provide engage-
ment options and empower information 
professionals to grow both personally 
and professionally. SLA 
